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Discovering career paths beyond academia

target grouP Postdocs

target You are thinking about a career path beyond academia? You wonder what steps to take 
first?	You	 feel	 stuck	 and	 don’t	 know	 on	 what	 basis	 you	 can	 make	 such	 a	 far-reaching	 de-
cision? in this workshop, you will first establish that very basis: your strengths and apti-
tudes, your interests, personality and motivation. also, you will identify and begin to 
explore professional occupations outside of academia. You will test their attractive- 
ness and try out job finding strategies. how? By using ideas from design thinking, doing psy-
chological	tests,	self-	and	group-reflecting	on	your	previous	experience,	asking	questions,	and	
expanding your network.

toPics Your long-term goal is to find an occupation that offers the highest possible match between 
your	personal	aptitudes,	needs	and	motivations	and	the	job’s	requirements	and	opportunities.	
the goal of this workshop is to equip you with the knowledge, skills and mindset that can 
make this journey exciting and successful. after this workshop, you will be able to choose 
from the most promising strategies of finding a job that matches your skills and interests. You 
will	know	about	useful	methods	of	self-reflection	and	how	to	make	the	most	of	them.	Finally,	
you will have a wider horizon of possible and appealing job opportunities.

tr ainer  dr. ulrike schneeberg, kenne deine Monster, Berlin

Venue Max-Planck-gesellschaft – generalverwaltung, hofgartenstraße 8, 80539 München 
www.mpg.de

Max-Planck-institut für entwicklungsbiologie, Max-Planck-ring 5, 72076 tübingen 
www.eb.tuebingen.mpg.de

fee the administrative headquarter will cover the fees for the speaker. the institute needs to 
cover your travel expenses. Please note: Permission from your supervisor must be obtained 
before applying.

notes Va-nr. 1105: registration for this seminar starts 01.01.2019!

Va-nr. 1107: registration for this seminar starts 01.06.2019!

terms and conditions for the participation are included at the end of the brochure.

for the seminar in tübingen rooms are available in the guesthouse of the MPi  
from 18. to 20.9. Please make a reservation until 18.8.2019 at  
max-planck-haus@tuebingen.mpg.de or on tel: 07071 601-765.
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registr ation and 
cancell ation

 angelika Molkenthin angelika.molkenthin@gv.mpg.de

v-nr. terMin vOn uhrzeit bis uhrzeit veranstaltungsOrt

1105 14.02.2019 10:00 15.02.2019 16:45 München

1107 19.09.2019 10:00 20.09.2019 16:45 tübingen
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